II. INTRODUCTION
This Article responds to a frequent question from public officials at all levels of government in the United States and abroad: "What can we do to get self-driving cars here now?" This question reflects a generalized desire to encourage a set of technologies that could fundamentally redefine society's relationship with mobility. It also reflects a more specific desire that the research, development, demonstration, and deployment of these automated driving technologies happen "here" rather than elsewhere.
The strategies presented in this Article address both desires. These strategies are directed primarily at state and local governments in the United States, but many are also relevant to the federal government and to governments in other countries. The focus is not on regulating automated driving, which is a topic considered elsewhere, 1 but rather on encouraging it. Positively affecting automated driving is also distinct from actually effecting it: Outstanding technical and quasi-technical challenges mean that a government could not will full driving automation into existence even by mandating it.
Overcoming these challenges will require tremendous technological advances in design as well as in assurance. No serious developers claim that their automated driving systems are "ready" for unsupervised operation across a wide range of complex driving environments. 2 Indeed, no such developer has even publicly clarified what readiness actually entails. Eventually, however, a company will candidly explain how it "(a) defines reasonable safety, (b) will satisfy itself that its system is reasonably safe, and (c) will continue to do so over the lifetime of the system."
3 At that point, automated driving will be imminent.
Governments can anticipate-and possibly even accelerate-this watershed by taking some or all of the actions described in this Article. These strategies, which were identified through extensive discussions with developers and regulators of automated driving systems as well as other emerging technologies, are roughly organized into three overlapping categories:
 Administrative strategies include preparing government agencies, preparing public infrastructure, leveraging procurement, and advocating for safety mandates.
 Legal strategies entail carefully analyzing and, as necessary, clarifying existing law as it applies to automated driving; many of these strategies would also internalize more of the costs of conventional driving in a way that could properly incentivize automated driving.
 Community strategies involve identifying specific local needs, opportunities, and resources that may be relevant to automated driving; communities can already start developing proposals in anticipation of public and private grants that may soon be announced.
Critically, these strategies do not include passing the kind of superficial "autonomous driving law" that has been popular in statehouses. By increasing the inconsistency and incoherence of state vehicle codes, such laws can actually stymie rather than encourage automated driving.
In contrast, more useful actions start with a nuanced understanding of the relevant technologies, their applications, and the existing laws that they implicate. Accordingly, this Article begins with social, legal, and technical overviews. It also relies on the levels of driving automation developed by 2 SAE International, which provide a common vocabulary for developers, regulators, and policymakers. 4 Although different forms of automated driving merit different policy responses, an overarching theme of this Article is that policymakers can encourage automated driving by expecting more from today's drivers and vehicles. This is a crucial message with implications for other emerging technologies: New technologies are still part of this world, and governments seeking to promote or regulate them should do so with a clearer and more critical understanding of today's legal and policy structures.
III. IN CONTEXT

A. A Future Different from the Present
The Jetsons fallacy 5 describes predictions made by extrapolating individual items of interest into the future while holding everything else in the world-other technologies, laws, norms, values, and markets-constant. In this way, although the Jetsons (a 1960s television show set a century in the future) 6 features flying cars, these cars are manually driven by men, and an entire episode revels in the sexist trope that women are bad drivers. 7 The writers essentially launched the 1960s into space.
Policymakers should strive to avoid the Jetsons fallacy by checking and noting their assumptions about the present as well as the future. In the context of automated driving, this means liberating visions of automated systems from conventional notions about the design, operation, and ownership of cars.
Consider, for example, potential transportation options for someone who, years from now, needs to buy a set of contact lenses. They may walk or bike to a convenience store-a trip that might be safer and more enjoyable if automated vehicles properly yield the right of way to them. They might manually drive their personal car, direct that car to drive them, or get picked up by a robotaxi that they share simultaneously or sequentially with others. 4 Alternately, they might have the lenses delivered by sidewalk robot, take delivery by aerial drone, or simply print the lenses on their 3D printer. A vision of the future in which vehicles are simply robotic versions of "your father's Oldsmobile" 8 fails to capture this potential diversity. A broader vision can also challenge economic assumptions about automated driving. On one hand, wealthy car owners may be the first to use advanced driver assistance systems. As these systems become more advanced, they may compete with airlines (and trains and even hotels) for long-distance travel. On the other hand, a wider range of people living in dense urban areas, bus-dependent suburbs, retirement communities, and military bases could conceivably be some of the first to routinely use driverless shuttles that are initially restricted to particular geographic areas.
This broader vision also suggests that the rash of recent studies purporting to measure consumer demand for automated driving provide little insight into the actual appeal of automated systems. 9 These systems could eventually serve a broad range of consumers, including those who cannot, cannot yet, or can no longer drive; those who cannot afford to drive as well as those who can earn more by not driving; and those who discover that relaxing in a car or even at home is preferable to driving. Businesses may also turn to automated systems to perform delivery and other logistics functions that may depend less on individual consumer beliefs about automated driving. In short, governments should plan on the basis of tomorrow's potential utility, not today's purported perception.
Internet access illustrates how state and local governments might approach policy choices regarding automated driving. Imagine a municipality in the 1990s deciding whether and how to aggressively pursue Internet access for its residents. Many of these residents, if surveyed, might report little interest in such access because they had yet to realize its broad utility and eventual appeal. The local government might accordingly decline to make any infrastructure investments and defer to private infrastructure operators. The result would be, much as it is today, higher speeds in areas that are wealthier, denser, and otherwise more economically attractive with lower speeds-even dial-up-to others.
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That government might instead decide to deploy a citywide broadband network. The result could be a smattering of communities with Gigabit speeds and the unique opportunities that such speeds create. These communities can be found all across the United States today. 12 Alternatively, that government might recognize the potential of broadband but, rather than developing a municipal network, hope to become a flagship center for a private company's efforts. Many communities have actually made this gamble, and some of them have been rewarded by projects such as Google Fiber.
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Finally, at the same time that communities are considering, developing, or competing for these networks, another technology-like high-speed cellular-may emerge as an unexpected alternative. This, in many areas, has also happened. 14 These scenarios foreshadow the public opportunities and challenges in encouraging vehicle automation. Some state and local governments will do nothing, while others will move aggressively. All will encounter surprises.
The result will likely be a mixture of optional luxury features as well as standard safety devices, publicly supported transit systems as well as privately managed mobility services, and localized deployments as well as (nominally) nationwide networks.
Because the opportunities available to a particular community may depend in part-though by no means exclusively-on policies that find their expression in law, the next part considers this legal context. 
B. The Legal Context
Automated vehicles 15 will confront a complex web of existing law about their design, marketing, and operation. Some of this law may hinder deployment of these vehicles, some may help deployment, some may have an uncertain effect, and some will have no effect at all. Two related points are critical to understanding the role of this existing law.
First, details matter. A 2012 review of relevant law found a variety of rules that could conceivably complicate the legal operation of automated vehicles. 16 New York, for example, requires a driver to keep at least one hand on the steering wheel while her vehicle is in motion. 17 Other states specify minimum following distances that would be incompatible with automated vehicle platoons. 18 California requires insurers to base their rates on factors that may make little sense in a world of automated vehicles. 19 And the Federal Transit Act could complicate federally funded projects that eliminate existing transit jobs. 20 Second, broader social context will shape many of these details. Laws can change even though their text remains the same. 21 Whether automated driving is consistent with state provisions requiring vehicles to be safe and drivers to act prudently, for example, could depend on whether society embraces or rejects automation. Societal views, for their part, will depend at least as much on compelling stories, pictures, and numbers as they will upon the realities of the technologies.
New laws could likewise help or hinder automated driving. A key corollary is that passage of an automated driving bill actually says very little about a state's preparation for or promotion of automated driving. Michigan, for example, enacted a statute that expressly prohibits any automated driving other than for research and development. 22 California required its Department 15 An automated vehicle is one for which the real-time driving task is automated. Although this term has been criticized, see, e.g., SAE J3016, supra note 4, once defined it is useful shorthand for this broad category of vehicles. 16 Key developers of automated systems have either opposed or declined to support many state bills on automated driving. 24 These developers are generally wary of both processes (legislative and potentially administrative efforts in multiple states) and product (disparate legal regimes that create confusion, inconsistency, and unintended impediments to innovation). A legislator who introduces a bill without consulting these developers may get their attention-but probably not their affection.
In contrast, useful legislation will come from "legal research and development." 25 Established developers of automated systems should be conducting legal research commensurate with their technical research. When they are ready to publicly test or deploy a system, they should understand what specific legal changes are necessary or helpful. Google requested and closely shaped bills in Nevada and, to a lesser extent, California. 26 A truck platooning developer, Peloton, requested a specific bill in Utah. 27 Years earlier, Segway took a similar approach nationwide. 28 Uber has largely succeeded (at least in the United States) in codifying its argument that it is materially different from a traditional taxi dispatch company. 29 will happen again: A prominent company will announce an automated driving product or service and will then describe any specific legal changes necessary for its deployment. If the message (or messenger) is powerful, many states will likely accede. Public actors can also undertake legal research and development. 30 Some developers may be too small to obtain sufficient legal advice or too politically powerless to obtain legal change. California's process, for example, disadvantaged particular systems-like automated trucks 31 and delivery robots 32 -that Google was not publicly pursuing. In these cases, legal R&D may identify useful legal changes that more established developers may not need or even want.
This kind of policy work may also identify public interests that are challenged either by specific technologies or by bills that would ostensibly advance those technologies. The first generation of automated driving bills saw disagreements about certifying safety, reporting incidents, collecting data, and limiting liability that involved conflicts in values and interests. Legal R&D undertaken by or for government can inspire and inform these policy discussions.
Legal R&D can also help to match legal tools to policy goals. Legislation is only one of these tools: Law can also be made or shaped through agency rules, executive orders, legal opinions, and policy guidance. Moreover, as the strategies in this Article demonstrate, policymaking is much broader than classic lawmaking.
As noted at the outset, this Article does not recommend a comprehensive policy toward automated driving. Instead, it identifies strategies for state and local governments that want to encourage this set of technologies and applications. The next part explains these technologies and applications by reference to three pathways to fully automated driving. 
C. Three Pathways to Fully Automated Driving
Full automation entails the complete replacement of the human driver under all roadway and environmental conditions. 34 Although a fully automated vehicle does not yet exist, 35 there are at least three development pathways that could eventually lead to such a vehicle: advanced driver assistance systems, automated emergency intervention systems, and driverless systems.
An advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) supports a human driver by performing some combination of steering, braking, and accelerating over a sustained period. Many such systems are already available in production vehicles: Under optimal conditions, some luxury vehicles from Daimler, 36 Nissan, 37 Volvo, 38 and Tesla, 39 among others, 40 can adjust their speed based on traffic conditions, maintain lane position even through gradual curves, and come to a complete stop to avoid or mitigate a crash. Many automakers are likely to introduce similar features on more models in the next few years.
Moreover, the capabilities of these systems are likely to improve in the future. SAE International's levels of driving automation describe the respective roles of the driving automation system and the human driver for present as well as potential automated driving systems: 41 34 SAE J3016, supra note 4. SAE's levels of driving automation describe driving automation systems rather than vehicles, but for simplicity this paper refers directly to vehicles equipped with such systems. 35 Driver performs part or all of the DDT
No Automation
The performance by the driver of the entire DDT, even when enhanced by active safety systems.
Driver
Driver Driver n/a
Driving Assistance
The sustained and ODD-specific execution by a driving automation system of either the lateral or the longitudinal vehicle motion control subtask of the DDT (but not both simultaneously) with the expectation that the driver performs the remainder of the DDT.
Driver and System
Driver
Driver Limited
Partial Automation
The sustained and ODD-specific execution by a driving automation system of both the lateral and longitudinal vehicle motion control subtasks of the DDT with the expectation that the driver supervises the driving automation system.
System
Driver Driver Limited
ADS ("System") performs the entire DDT (while engaged)
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Conditional Automation
The sustained and ODD-specific performance by an ADS of the entire DDT with the expectation that the DDT fallback-ready user is receptive to ADSissued requests to intervene, as well as to malfunctions in other vehicle systems, and will respond appropriately.
System
System Fallbackready user Limited
High Automation
The sustained and ODD-specific performance by an ADS of the entire DDT and DDT fallback, without any expectation that a user will respond to a request to intervene. System System System Limited
Full Automation
The sustained and unconditional (i.e., not ODD-specific) performance by an ADS of the entire DDT and DDT fallback without any expectation that a user will response to a request to intervene.
System
System System Unlimited
The production systems described above currently achieve no more than level-two automation; at any moment the human driver may need to resume actively steering, accelerating, or decelerating.
A particularly significant jump will occur at level three when, as a technical matter, the human driver need not monitor the driving environment while the automated driving system is engaged.
42 This is also the point at which state automated-driving laws probably apply. 43 Even at this point, however, the human driver may still play an important role by actively driving in situations outside of the particular system's design parameters. In this way, the human driver acts as a backup to the automated driving system.
In contrast, an automated emergency intervention system (AEIS) 44 acts as a backup to a human driver by intervening to warn of, mitigate, or even prevent a crash or other potentially dangerous situation. 45 The most common of these systems is electronic stability control, which has been required on all new passenger vehicles in the United States since 2012 46 and will eventually be required on all new large trucks and buses. 47 Although other systems have also entered the market, currently they are standard on only a tiny fraction of new vehicles and wholly unavailable on most. 48 However, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has announced that its New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) will endorse crash-imminent braking 49 and that some automakers will voluntarily 42 Because of the difficult human factors issues discussed below, however, SAE Level 3 automated driving systems will likely be deployed in only a limited set of lower-risk scenarios, if at all. 43 SAE Level 3 states "the driving mode-specific performance by an automated driving system of all aspects of the dynamic driving task with the expectation that the human driver will respond appropriately to a request to intervene." SAE J3016, supra note 4. State laws on the research-anddevelopment testing of automated vehicles generally define an automated vehicle as one that is capable of operating without the active monitoring of a human driver-and yet many of the research vehicles that have been tested on public roads still do need active monitoring precisely because they are only research vehicles. 44 equip their vehicles with this feature. 50 The U.S. National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), for its part, has called for more aggressive action to promote collision avoidance technologies for years.
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As with advanced driver assistance systems, automated emergency intervention systems are likely to improve significantly. 52 At this point, they cannot substitute for a vigilant and capable human driver. However, an eventual result of these improvements may be vehicles that are nominally driven by a human but are subject to routine automatic interventions to avoid dangerous behaviors and situations.
Both advanced driver assistance systems and automated emergency intervention systems present difficult questions of human-machine interaction. 53 The transition between the automated driving system and the human driver is challenging: A human driver needs time and context to regain the situational awareness necessary to actively drive. In addition, some of these systems could encourage overreliance by the human driver or lead to the degradation of manual driving skills. Commercial aviation is already struggling with each of these challenges.
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One response to this "mushy middle" of automation 55 is a truly driverless system. Such a system avoids these human factors issues by 50 Press Release, Nat'l Highway Traffic Safety Admin., DOT and IIHS Announce Historic Commitment from 10 Automakers to Include Automatic Emergency Braking on All New Vehicles (Sept. 11, 2015), http://www.nhtsa.gov/About+NHTSA/Press+Releases/nhtsa-iihs-commitment-onaeb-09112015. 51 Induct's Navia, 57 and the showcase projects of the European Union's CityMobil initiatives.
As with testing and demonstration, initial deployments of SAE level four systems will likely be characterized by some combination of slow speeds, simple environments, and supervised operations. Slow speeds can reduce the likelihood and magnitude of harm, simple environments can reduce the complexity of the design challenge, and some kind of supervised operations can reduce the time to identify and address problems. Evolution of these driverless systems will bring higher speeds, more complex environments, and less real-time oversight.
For example, a university campus, a central business district, or a military base may host an early system of automated shuttles or robotic taxis that travel at low speeds while being remotely monitored by a team of specialists. Later, this system may be gradually deployed to other geographic areas, on more roadway types, in more difficult traffic and weather conditions, at higher speeds, and without nearby technical specialists. For a long time, however, location will matter.
Dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) may play a role in each of these three pathways toward full driving automation. 58 Platooning- 56 The speed of these cars is capped at 25 mph. in which convoys of closely spaced and coordinated vehicles travel together on a highway-typically relies on dedicated short-range communications and advanced driver assistance systems. Dangers that are not in the line of sight may be mitigated by automated emergency intervention systems that are DSRC-capable. And driverless systems operating in central business districts and other limited geographic areas might use these wireless communications to supplement other navigational data. Indeed, DSRC may eventually function as another form of infrastructure supporting applications that have yet to be conceived. However, automated systems may also develop without DSRC. None of today's production vehicles and only a minority of today's automated research platforms are DSRC-capable. 59 Other forms of connectivityincluding cellular-based telematics-are increasingly common in production vehicles, are essential to most automated vehicles, and are probably sufficient for many applications. 60 For these reasons, dedicated short-range communications are best understood as complementary to automation.
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With or without DSRC, the three pathways to full automation-advanced driver assistance systems, automated emergency intervention systems, and driverless systems-are likely to support varied use cases and business cases.
Advanced driver assistance systems will likely remain the domain of conventional automakers and their suppliers. The most advanced ADAS features will likely debut as options on higher-end vehicle models and then filter down to lower-cost models. Startup firms and individual hobbyists may also seek to modify production vehicles by adding or changing these systems. If these systems rely on complex roadway maps or other data that must be kept current, they may be offered as subscription services.
These systems may have unique applications for trucks and buses. Platooning could help trucking firms substantially reduce their fuel costs (because vehicles traveling closer together generally experience less drag). Automated emergency intervention systems will likewise become more common on conventional cars and trucks. As they become more widespread and if their safety benefits are demonstrated, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration may move to require automakers to include these features in new vehicles. Indeed, the European Union already requires automakers to equip all new trucks and buses with advanced emergency braking systems and lane departure warning systems. 64 Although SAE International's taxonomy of driving automation expressly excludes automated emergency intervention systems from its conception of automation, 65 these systems should be understood as part of broader efforts that may one day enable full automation.
Driverless systems are likely to be deployed and operated by private as well as public actors. Both Google 66 and Uber, 67 for example, could conceivably operate driverless taxi and delivery services. These delivery services might complement or compete with others that use aerial drones or sidewalk robots. University campuses, central business districts, business parks, military bases, retirement communities, amusement parks, airports, and similar facilities may provide or contract for on-demand shuttle services. 68 And public or quasi-public entities may operate automated systems as a supplement, alternative, or replacement to conventional public transit.
In some ways, these systems may resemble conventional utilities: They will require a complex digital infrastructure supported by physical elements like data servers and maintenance depots. Customers will likely pay for the services they use but may need to request extensions of the system into their private driveways, parking lots, or drive-through facilities-roughly analogous to the last few meters of an electrical connection.
For simplicity, these three pathways can be collapsed into two. Advanced driver assistance systems and automated emergency intervention systems can both be described as "something everywhere" automation that can do only some of the driving-but under many conditions. In contrast, driverless systems can be described as "everything somewhere" automation that can do all of the driving-but only under specific conditions. 69 "something everywhere" systems will largely depend on large national markets, "everything somewhere" systems will depend much more on local conditions. This difference between "something everywhere" and "everything somewhere" systems is central to the strategies discussed in the remainder of this Article. The discussion that follows groups these strategies into three imperfect categories: administration, law, and community.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE STRATEGIES
A. Prepare Government
Driving automation presents both challenges and opportunities for the public sector. The bills introduced in many states narrowly approach both sides of this ledger by focusing on the explicit regulation and implicit recruitment of research-and-development testing. A broader strategy would provide state and local agencies the impetus, the authority, and the resources to prepare for-and in some cases to promote-automated systems. This part identifies five steps that governments at all levels can undertake.
First, a government that wishes to encourage vehicle automation should publicly identify a single point person for the topic. At the state level, this person should have the authority and credibility to coordinate among the state's various administrative agencies, between the governor and the legislature, between federal and state authorities, and between state and local authorities. Moreover, this person should act as a liaison to the private sector. Companies and universities in the state may already be engaged in potentially relevant work. And if a large or small developer of automated systems is considering a jurisdiction for development, demonstration, or deployment, it should know precisely whom in government to call.
Second, government actors should advance their understanding of the relevant technologies, applications, and activities. This effort should involve not just vehicle regulators but also state and local authorities responsible for transportation, transit, parking, law enforcement, education, environmental protection, health and human services, commerce, workforce development, land use, zoning, and planning, among many others. Depending on the centrality of driving automation to their work, this understanding could range from general awareness (subject to the important caution that news reports and press releases are often misleading) 70 to specific proficiency. These authorities should also expect a similar level of understanding from their contractors and consultants. 70 Smith, Three Misconceptions, supra note 2, at 2. Third, governments should cultivate broader expertise with respect to complex technical and social systems. Regardless of whether specific proficiency in the technical details of automated driving is practical or appropriate, governments should enhance their ability to manage the abstract issues of automated driving. For example, understanding arguments about the safety of an automated system may require systems engineers who can ask key questions about the design process. Similarly, anticipating challenges of and to automated driving may require social scientists who can point to successes and failures of governance during previous technological revolutions.
Fourth, governments should ensure that their planning processes begin to account for automated driving. Long-term assumptions should be revisited for land-use plans, infrastructure projects, building codes, bonds, and budgets. Procurement, which offers particular opportunities for encouraging automation, is discussed below. 71 Finally, governments should develop break-the-glass plans for responding to automated driving incidents. Who will respond, and how? What relationships will be essential to effective coordination? What evidence and information will need to be preserved, and how? Especially if officials have publicly embraced the potential of these technologies, how will they address any fear or outrage that result from a high-profile crash, regardless of where it occurs? A government that addresses these issues proactively and ultimately positively signals its credibility as a potential technological partner.
These steps necessarily require resources. "In a sense, governments should approach policymaking with the same philosophy underlying public support of physical infrastructure and scientific research: Initiate what the private sector cannot or will not do."
72 Many of the strategies described in this Article would entail public dollars. At the same time, the bills introduced or passed in various statehouses are far from free. Reports and rulemakings are expensive, especially if an agency has no experience or expertise in advanced vehicle technologies. The Nevada DMV has incurred significant cost in developing its initial regulatory regime, 73 Advanced driver assistance systems are mostly likely to be usable and useful in areas with good infrastructure. While infrastructure, broadly conceived, encompasses all kinds of supporting systems and institutions, this part focuses on six steps that governments can take with respect to the physical and the digital.
First, governments can prioritize the adequate maintenance of roadways under their jurisdiction. Roads-even major ones-in much of the United States are in poor condition. 76 Highway lane markings used by some lanekeeping systems are frequently faded or, worse, simply wrong. Potholes and other pavement deficiencies that are unlikely to be detected or avoided by current lane centering systems can be found even on major freeways. Debris and other foreign objects that could conceivably confuse an automated emergency intervention system litter roads and shoulders. Addressing these conditions could help to improve the effectiveness of nearterm automated systems.
Second, governments can ensure that their design policies for signs, traffic signals, and pavement markings are sensible, clear, and-to the extent practical-consistent across jurisdictions. As automated systems become more advanced, they may begin processing more information about the driving environment. Sound design-a goal of both the Manual and Uniform Traffic Control Devices (for the United States) 77 and the Vienna Convention on Road Signs and Signals (for much of the rest of the world)-could make this task more manageable.
Third, governments can verify the implementation of these policies-in other words, they can check that their signs, signals, and markings actually conform to their design policies. standard (and, in some cases, cannot be), but substantial discrepancies between policies and practices could increase the chance of unwarranted assumptions or unexpected conditions. For example, traffic signals that are carefully installed and maintained in accordance with applicable design standards are much more likely to be correctly read by an automated system than those that are not.
Fourth-and for similar reasons-governments can verify that roadway personnel, including construction crews and emergency responders, are following pertinent policies when they are working on or near active roadways. Although roads cannot be made wholly predictable, limiting the frequency and magnitude of potentially risky variations can help automated systems as well as road users generally.
Fifth, governments can standardize their management of data concerning roadways, traffic, incidents, and construction. Both the public and the private sector play important roles in the collection, validation, and distribution of these data, which may be used by some automated driving systems to proactively identify situations where mapping updates or driver intervention will be needed.
Sixth, governments can update existing vehicle registration databases to include information about a vehicle's automation capabilities. This information may be useful in a variety of contexts, including administration of safety-based incentive programs, collection of relevant safety data, and enforcement of traffic safety laws. Consider, for example, a state that permits operators of automated vehicles to text while driving.
78 If the registration database is properly updated (and perhaps coordinated), a police officer will be able to determine if a texting driver is acting lawfully by quickly running her license plate number.
Seventh, governments can coordinate with the U.S. Department of Transportation on dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) policies and opportunities. If the relevant agencies within the Department ultimately recommend particular infrastructure changes to facilitate vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, governments that have been closely following this topic may be able to move forward more quickly than those that have not. In the meantime, governments that install or replace traffic signals, variable message signs, and other electronic communications equipment should ensure that these installations either include or can be easily retrofitted with DSRC capabilities. These capabilities may be particularly useful to localized driverless systems. 78 See FLA. STAT. § 316.305(3)(b)(7) (2015); NEV. REV. STAT. § 484B.165(7) (2014); see also infra.
Eighth, governments can encourage the deployment of robust wireless communications networks, including cellular, wi-fi, and eventually DSRC. Because many automated systems will require some form of connectivity, 79 communities that proactively address concerns about capacity and coverage (particularly in the case of urban canyons) may be better positioned to host or implement localized driverless systems.
Ninth, governments can use existing congestion management tools, including managed lanes, 80 onramp metering, and traffic signal prioritization, to create roadway conditions favorable to automated driving. By traveling together in closely spaced platoons or by simply crashing less frequently, vehicles with advanced driver assistance systems and emergency interventions systems could eventually contribute less to congestion and emissions than conventional vehicles. These benefits may justify giving these vehicles access to priority lanes on freeways and at onramps, even if this raises equity concerns. The case may be even stronger for exempting truly driverless systems that enable rides to be shared by multiple passengers. Indeed, some municipalities already permit taxis to operate where private vehicles are prohibited. 81 Tenth, governments can emphasize elements of neighborhood infrastructure that may be useful to some kinds of driverless systems. Lower speed limits and modern traffic calming devices may create environments that are ideal for driverless systems operating at pedestrianfriendly speeds. These systems could, in turn, help slow down other vehicles using those same streets. Lanes for golf carts or, under the right circumstances, bicycles might also be used by small, light-weight driverless vehicles operating at compatible speeds. Even sidewalks may be suitable for delivery robots traveling no faster than a human walks.
C. Plan Infrastructure
The significant uncertainty surrounding automated driving-particularly the nature and timing of its impacts-makes transportation planning extremely difficult.
82 Driving automation could conceivably lead to lower capacities (because of longer initial headways and less assertive behavior at 79 intersections) 83 or to higher lane capacities (because of reduced headways, smoother flows, shorter lag times at signals, and fewer crashes). 84 Similarly, it could result in increased vehicle miles traveled (because travel is cheaper, trips are longer, other modes are less competitive, or vehicles have no occupants whatsoever) 85 or in decreased vehicle miles traveled (largely because ridesharing is more attractive and efficient).
86 Pavement distress could increase (as vehicles travel more frequently over a specific portion of the travel lane) or decrease (as vehicles move more smoothly and avoid pavement deficiencies). More localized traffic patterns and behaviors could also change in unexpected ways as vehicles queue at major origins and destinations, make zero-occupancy trips in the nonpeak direction, or shift bottlenecks.
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This uncertainty has particularly significant implications for long-range planning, including demand models, infrastructure plans, alternatives analyses, and financial projections. These exercises may fail to accurately predict the magnitude or even the direction of automation's impacts. Moreover, their treatment of automation-or the lack thereof-may occasion increased scrutiny by other actors, including courts reviewing environmental impact statements or private investors evaluating infrastructure bond offerings.
Governments cannot resolve this uncertainty, but they can begin to adjust their planning processes by identifying and incorporating a wide range of new automation scenarios. 2. A transit agency might consider the financial impact of shifting half of suburban bus trips to shared motor vehicles; and 3. A municipality might consider the congestion impact of shifting the origins or destinations of half of trips from parking facilities to building entrances.
If appropriately qualified and contextualized, these stylized examplesamong many others-can focus discussions of assumptions as well as impacts. Rather than relying on high and low estimates, governments might instead speak in terms of probabilities and magnitudes. Likely scenarios with significant impacts, for example, might justify more policy and planning attention than unlikely scenarios with minor impacts or even likely scenarios with minor impacts.
D. Leverage Procurement
Governments, particularly in cooperation with each other, can use their purchasing power to expand the market for advanced driver assistance and advanced emergency intervention systems.
States, counties, and municipalities in the United States own nearly 1.5 million cars, 500,000 buses, and another 1.5 million trucks. 88 If the turnover rate for these fleets is ten percent, 89 then these governments purchase some 350,000 vehicles annually-five times more each year than Tesla has sold in its entire existence. 90 Because of contracts and concessions, the number of vehicles closely associated with government services is likely even greater.
Particularly influential authorities could establish procurement policies or preferences that favor advanced systems. These authorities might include the fleet managers of larger states, the transit operators for larger regions, and the taxi regulators in larger cities. They could also include smaller agencies acting in concert. Collaboration is especially important in the case of transit, 88 See Table MV where low volumes and high costs have likely slowed or discouraged some innovations.
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Purchasing only vehicles with advanced safety systems could entail higher upfront costs for these public entities (or the private actors they regulate). However, some of these upfront costs might be offset by reduced operating costs if these systems actually do result in fewer crashes, greater fuel efficiency, and less wear and tear. This is a promising, but nonetheless speculative, prospect.
Regardless, these policies could help to create economies of scale for vehicle makers and their suppliers and to encourage the quicker introduction of advanced systems into less expensive vehicles.
E. Advocate for AEIS Mandates
In light of the potential safety benefits of automated emergency intervention systems, 92 state and local governments can push the federal government to move more aggressively in promoting and ultimately requiring more of these systems on new vehicles. NHTSA already has the authority and arguably the obligation to address these systems, but Congress could expedite this process by adequately funding NHTSA 93 and by statutorily relaxing the level of scrutiny that federal courts apply to the agency's rules. 94 In addition to advocating for federal action, states can also encourage vehicle manufacturers to integrate more of these systems into more of their vehicles. State courts are likely to be an important forum for arguments that more vehicles of recent vintage should have included automated emergency intervention systems as standard equipment. These arguments may be especially persuasive to judges and juries when the injured person is a pedestrian or other bystander struck by an inattentive driver. 
V. LEGAL STRATEGIES
A. Analyze Existing Law
Governments can begin to analyze and as necessary clarify existing law in the context of automated driving. This bottom-up approach differs from the top-down approach of some early legislative efforts, which largely failed to meaningfully engage with existing law. 96 Indeed, because vehicle codes, insurance rules, and other potentially relevant laws vary by jurisdiction, merely enacting a uniform "automated driving law" without reference to these nuances could confuse as much as clarify. 97 The initial step should therefore be a legal audit or legal inventory to identify and analyze every statute and regulation that could apply adversely or ambiguously to automated driving. Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal in the United States identifies many of these provisions, from general requirements of prudent conduct to the specific New York rule that a driver must keep at least one hand on the wheel. 98 Laws that diverge from acceptable driving norms should be particularly suspect. For example, some states prohibit drivers from crossing over a double-yellow line but provide no exception when the driving lane is blocked.
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A thorough legal audit will look far beyond the rules of the road to all relevant law, particularly in the case of truly driverless systems. These systems may involve different kinds of vehicles, facilities, and business models. Accordingly, governments should evaluate laws regarding particular vehicle types (including low-speed vehicles, neighborhood electric vehicles, golf carts, personal transporters such as the Segway, and electronic toys such as remote-control miniature cars), facility types (including multiuse trails, bike lanes, sidewalks, and quasipublic areas such as parking structures), service types (including ridesharing, carsharing, transportation network companies, and traditional mass transit), and business types (including 96 See generally Smith, Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal, supra note 1, at 500-07 (discussing how Nevada, Florida, and California's regulation of automated vehicles and bills pending in other states do not fully solve many of the legal issues posed by automated vehicles). 97 dealerships, consumer insurance, 100 and reinsurance). Local governments may play a particularly important role in reviewing and crafting these legal regimes.
A legal audit should also analyze existing legal tools for regulating automated driving. In enacting "autonomous driving laws" that legislate specifics of vehicle design, some U.S. states have largely ignored legal mechanisms already available to them. Crucially, current state laws typically: (a) prohibit driving recklessly and operating an unsafe vehicle; (b) direct or at least empower departments of motor vehicles to register only safe vehicles and to revoke the registration of unsafe vehicles; (c) require serious crashes to be reported; (d) impose insurance requirements that cast private insurers as indirect regulators of vehicle safety; (e) criminally punish some negligent conduct; and (f) provide civil remedies in tort, product liability, and consumer protection law that can influence vehicle design and operation.
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A full discussion of regulation is beyond the scope of this Article;
102 the key point is merely that governments already have flexible tools that, when supported by sufficient resources and expertise, provide an attractive alternative to new legislative prescriptions and restrictions.
A key aspect of existing law is enforcement discretion. Depending on the particular jurisdiction, freeway speed limits, minimum following distances, centerline restrictions, and general rules about vehicular interactions may be routinely-and in some cases even necessarily-violated without penalty. Understanding this discretion is important to understanding law in practice as well as in theory.
103 Furthermore, as discussed below, 104 clarifying this discretion at all levels of government can provide greater predictability to developers of automated systems by reducing the potential for selective enforcement by individual officers.
B. Calibrate Existing Law
If a legal audit does identify obstacles, ambiguities, or deficiencies in existing law, the next step may be legal change. Depending on the particular issues and legal structures, this change could occur through legislative act, administrative regulation, executive order, legal interpretation, or policy 100 For discussion of consumer insurance, see infra. 101 See Smith, Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal, supra note 1. 102 For further discussion of regulation, see Smith, Risk of Inaction, supra note 1. 103 Judges and juries, however, might nonetheless continue to treat the nominal violation of these laws as evidence of negligence or defect in a claim against the developer or operator of an automated system. 104 See infra.
statement, among other mechanisms. Although the details should largely follow from the legal audit, the following points may be useful. First, public-private collaboration is prudent. Established companies are-or should be-conducting their own legal research and development to complement their technological research and development. If and when these companies want legal change, they can be expected to ask for it. 105 "Broad mandates or basic conditions may be useful in driving or policing innovation, but attempts to closely tailor rules to products that do not yet exist could produce law that is premature and prejudicial." 106 At the same time, governments should remain mindful of market failures that do require intervention. 107 Second, uniformity across jurisdictions may be desirable for massproduced vehicles, while tailored regimes may support pilots, demonstrations, and local deployments. Rather than focusing on developing a uniform automated driving law, governments could cooperate on standardizing or harmonizing more of their underlying legal frameworksparticularly those that govern vehicles, drivers, driving, insurance, dealerships and commercial vehicle operations. To this end, state governments might collectively reanimate the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances (NCUTLO) 108 or else locate similar functions in the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA), the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the Uniform Law Commission (ULC), 109 or another appropriate interstate organization.
Third, SAE International's levels of automation, including the supporting definitions, promote uniformity at a foundational level by providing a common language for discussing (and conceivably regulating) a complex topic. 110 A government contemplating a new regulatory regime, for example, can avoid ensnaring current and imminent advanced driver 105 See, e.g., UTAH CODE ANN. § 41-6a-711 (addressing following distance restrictions). 106 Smith, Risk of Inaction, supra note 1, at 593-609. 107 See supra text accompanying note 61. 108 assistance systems by expressly applying this regime to automation systems at or above SAE level three.
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Fourth, regulatory reciprocity can also achieve a form of uniformity. If advancements in vehicle technologies ultimately compel novel registration or licensing determinations, treating the favorable determinations of one jurisdiction as conclusive in another could reduce the administrative difficulties that developers might otherwise face.
112 Reciprocity-or even unilateral recognition of another jurisdiction's system approvals-could also benefit smaller jurisdictions that lack the consumer demand to motivate companies to enter the market or the public resources to establish a holistic regulatory regime.
Fifth, and without neglecting the careful legal analysis described above, legislatures could codify interpretive conventions to facilitate automation.
Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal in the United
States offers language that would clarify many potentially relevant provisions common to state vehicle codes. 113 It also provides language to help establish a more reasonable interpretation of a provision in the 1949 Geneva Convention on Road Traffic-which binds the United States and many other countries-that might otherwise be viewed as inconsistent with automated driving. , that utilizes an automated driving system that handles all aspects of the dynamic driving task, and does not require the involvement of a driver at any time for [its] safe operation."). The U.S. states to have specifically regulated automated driving have achieved roughly the same result through less precise language. See, e.g., NEV. REV. STAT. § 482A.025 (2014) (""Autonomous technology" means technology which is installed on a motor vehicle and which has the capability to drive the motor vehicle without the active control or monitoring of a human operator. The term does not include an active safety system or a system for driver assistance, including, without limitation, a system to provide electronic blind spot detection, crash avoidance, emergency braking, parking assistance, adaptive cruise control, lane keeping assistance, lane departure warning, or traffic jam and queuing assistance, unless any such system, alone or in combination with any other system, enables the vehicle on which the system is installed to be driven without the active control or monitoring of a human operator."); CAL. VEH. CODE § 38750(a)(1) (2015) ("'Autonomous technology' means technology that has the capability to drive a vehicle without the active physical control or monitoring by a human operator."). 112 Smith, Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal, supra note 1, at 508-17. 113 Id. Sixth, establishing a legal distinction between driver and passenger would simplify the legal framework for truly driverless systems. 115 In a functional sense, ordinary users of these systems are simply passengers, analogous to riders of taxis, buses, and even elevators. Indeed, a forthcoming version of SAE International's levels of driving automation will likely reach a similar technical conclusion. 116 However, because U.S. states generally take an expansive view of the concept of driver or operator, 117 these users could conceivably be subject to awkward legal qualifications, obligations, and liabilities intended to apply to conventional drivers. To foreclose this possibility, governments could clarify that an individual carried commercially on a vehicle designed to operate at or above SAE level four is a passenger rather than a driver. 118 Finally, and especially if they retain a broad legal definition of driver, governments could expressly permit the use of otherwise prohibited electronic devices in vehicles operating at or above SAE level three. Since these devices are likely to be used anyway, 119 this exemption might merely align law with actual practice. 120 Regardless, it could also enable more effective marketing of advanced driver assistance systems to potential customers and facilitate new (and lawful) business cases in the commercial sector.
More broadly, a government seeking to reconcile an existing legal regime with automated driving technologies and applications might choose among several drafting approaches. It could wholly revise an existing regime such as the vehicle code with a view toward addressing both automated and conventional driving. It could expressly restrict the existing regime to conventional driving and develop an entirely new regime to apply to automated driving. Or it could develop a hybridized package that uses definitions, interpretive guidance, clarifications, and other mechanisms to Convention; (2) this State shall make such operation reasonably knowable to the foreign visitors contemplated by the Convention; (3) the Convention implicitly permits indirect control over vehicles and animals; (4) there shall remain a licensed driver of each vehicle who shall be able to specify or accept the parameters of operation; and (5) these parameters shall be consistent with the traffic laws of this State."). 115 See map the existing regime onto automated driving. The choice of approach may depend on the results of the legal audit, the maturity of the relevant technologies, and the priorities of the jurisdiction. These considerations are far from comprehensive. To reiterate, they are directed at encouraging rather than regulating automated driving. They also largely avoid potential product liability implications of increasing driving automation and connectivity. Announcements over the last several years suggest that, notwithstanding concerns they may have about product liability, major companies are aggressively pursuing automated driving research and development. Although uncertainty about liability could conceivably slow or limit the broad deployment of these technologies, their developers are in the best position to make and substantiate any such arguments.
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C. Enforce Safety Requirements
Enforcing existing laws regarding driver and vehicle safety could amplify the advantages of automated driving in relation to conventional driving. Consider five key examples:
Speed laws. Some (though by no means all) automated driving systems might restrict vehicle speeds to at or below the legal speed limit. If most conventional vehicles are exceeding that limit, this could create the perception that these systems disadvantage their users. Greater enforcement of speed limits, however, could negate that difference. Although automated speed enforcement is controversial, it can be particularly effective.
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Distracted driving laws. Some U.S. states have exempted the "drivers" of automated vehicles from prohibitions on texting and using potentially distracting electronic devices 123 -and the previous part suggested that other jurisdictions consider doing so. If aggressive enforcement of these prohibitions discourages drivers of conventional vehicles from engaging in these (demonstrably unsafe 124 ) behaviors, then exemptions will provide real and perceived benefits to users of automated vehicles. from the state's texting ban); NEV. REV. STAT. § 484B.165(7) (2014) (excluding automated vehicles from the definition of 'operating a motor vehicle' for the purposes of the ban on using a wireless communications device while driving). 124 In 2011, 3,331 people were killed in crashes involving distracted drivers and an estimated additional 387,000 were injured in motor vehicle crashes involving distracted drivers. U.S. DEP'T Intoxicated driving laws. Drunk driving statistics 125 suggest both an appalling lack of personal responsibility and a dearth of alternatives to driving. Truly driverless systems may provide such an alternative within those communities where they are deployed. At least initially, the limited geographic reach of these systems may reduce their utility to people who either reside in low-density areas or drink far from where they live. Nonetheless, strengthening and more aggressively enforcing intoxicated driving laws could encourage some would-be drunk drivers to rely instead on those systems that are deployed and to create specific demand for systems that have yet to be deployed. Moreover, such enforcement might help to discourage those who are intoxicated from continuing to drive in the belief that advanced driver assistance systems and emergency intervention systems will compensate for any impairment.
Seatbelt laws. Automated driving systems might encounter situations, like a bicyclist swerving to avoid an opened car door, that require rapid deceleration or other abrupt maneuvers that may imperil vehicle occupants who are not belted. Enforcing seatbelt laws could maximize the safety of the people both inside and outside these vehicles. Governments could also update seatbelt laws that were originally enacted when seatbelt usage was much less common. In many states, for example, statutory or common law rules "restrict whether or for what purpose a defendant automaker can introduce evidence than an injured plaintiff was not wearing her seatbelt."
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Allowing developers of automated driving systems to assume that people who care about their safety will buckle up may help to ease some of the design challenges that these developers face. 53,386 (Aug. 29, 2013) (denying a petition by BMW "to amend the Federal motor vehicle safety standard on occupant crash protection to permit optional certification using a seat belt interlock for front seat occupants as an alternative to the unbelted crash test requirements"). And yet, interestingly, there are also technological alternatives. Managers in two companies active in the development of automated vehicles have explained to me that their vehicles will not operate, either in automated mode or at all, if the occupants are not belted. See also Tesla and Liability, supra note 126.
Vehicle laws. Because of their original design, their subsequent modification, or their insufficient maintenance, many vehicles on the road today are dangerous-and not just to their occupants. 128 Whether a pedestrian suffers minor injuries or death, for example, might depend on the stopping distance of the vehicle that strikes her, which in turn depends in part on the weight of that vehicle, the condition of its tires, and the performance of its brakes. Similarly, pollution from motor vehicles kills roughly 50,000 Americans every year, 129 but only 25 percent of vehicles account for 90 percent of this pollution. 130 Many of these vehicles likely violate existing vehicle safety and pollution laws. 131 Removing them from the road could shift some travel demand to automated systems.
These five examples may require some legal changes. In particular, a government may wish to authorize automated speed enforcement, exempt the users of automated vehicles from some distracted driving provisions, mandate alcohol-detecting ignition locks in some situations, update seatbelt laws to reflect contemporary norms, and create or improve a vehicle-testing regime.
D. Internalize the Costs of Driving
Policies that make vehicle owners and operators bear the true cost of driving will indirectly benefit any technologies that produce gains in fuel efficiency or safety. Three key policies actions would help internalize these costs: raising fuel taxes, reducing parking subsidies, and increasing insurance minimums. Raising fuel taxes at the state and federal levels is the first of these strategies. A recent model (which itself followed many other studies 132 ) suggested that driving imposes environmental damages of $3.80 per gallon of gasoline and $4.80 per gallon of diesel. 133 As that analysis recognizes, 134 these costs are difficult to define with precision. Even at the lower end of their ranges, however, they are several times greater than current fuel taxes: On average, these state and federal taxes add less than 50 cents to the cost of a gallon of gasoline and slightly more to the cost of a gallon of diesel. 135 Taxing fuel at a level that reflects these impacts could make fuelefficient vehicles more economically attractive to buyers. Automated driving could conceivably increase fuel efficiency by reducing crashes, smoothing speeds and flows, and enabling drag-reducing platoons. 136 Any resulting difference in cost between automated and conventional driving would not be a subsidy to the former or a penalty to the latter; rather, it would reflect the actual difference in pollution-related damages.
This approach could be particularly relevant to truck automation. Fuel is one of the largest single expenses in trucking; 137 a typical combination tractor uses some $70,000 to $125,000 of diesel annually. 138 Doubling total fuel taxes would increase this differential to more than $11,000. 141 In a low-margin business such as trucking, 142 even this small difference could be significant.
Governments could also use taxation more strategically to ensure a price floor for fuel. 143 Automatically raising fuel taxes when pretax prices drop below a particular level could prevent the price dips that might otherwise discourage long-term investment in more fuel-efficient systems, including the technologies needed for automation and platooning.
Although usage taxes can lead to a more efficient allocation of resources, 144 they can also raise equity concerns. In the United States, lowerincome households that rely on driving as a primary mode of transportation typically pay more of their total income in fuel taxes than higher-income households. 145 However, these fuel taxes could be directed to support other programs-including public transportation, travel vouchers, and income assistance-that assist the less affluent. This is a crucial point: Although the transportation system is far from optimal, transportation itself is essential.
More broadly, efficiency and equity are just two considerations in ongoing debates about raising, indexing, and replacing fuel taxes. 146 Automated driving, however, also belongs in those debates.
Reducing parking subsidies is the second way that governmentsparticularly local governments-can better align the individual and social costs of motor vehicle travel. More precisely, many cities subsidize private vehicle ownership by providing free on-street parking (especially in residential areas) and by requiring new buildings to include more parking spots than the market demands.
147 Cheap and plentiful parking encourages both vehicle ownership and vehicle usage. 148 Conversely, making parking more expensive and less convenient could encourage the use of driverless systems that forgo parking altogether or, perhaps, advanced driver assistance systems that automate the driving task in part (such as park assist) or in whole (such as automated valet).
Finally, raising insurance minimums may help to translate safety gains from automated driving into financial terms that are obvious to vehicle owners and drivers. The cost of a serious injury crash far exceeds the thirdparty liability coverage that nearly every state 149 requires vehicle owners and operators to carry. Depending on the methodology used, a single traffic death costs somewhere between $1.5 and $10 million.
150 And yet in most states, the at-fault driver could lawfully have an insurance policy that would pay out no more than $50 thousand-a hundredth of this cost. 151 In short, these minimums are far too minimal. on public roads must secure or demonstrate the ability to cover $5 million in crash liability. 153 And several states to expressly regulate so-called transportation network companies like Uber and Lyft have imposed insurance requirements several times higher than those imposed on noncommercial drivers. 154 Raising insurance minimums would likely raise premiums for this insurance, which could in turn raise the cost of owning and operating a vehicle. This could have some undesirable effects: These cost increases could disproportionately impact lower-income households and might also encourage more drivers to unlawfully forgo insurance. It is important to note, however, that as with raising fuel taxes, raising insurance minimums would not raise the cost of driving in universal terms; it would merely shift some costs from those who are actually injured to those who could potentially cause injury.
Automated systems are expected to reduce the frequency and severity of this injury. 155 Indeed, both the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the National Transportation Safety Board have recently moved to encourage the deployment of some active safety systems.
156 If these expected safety gains are realized, then the costs of insuring against injuries and deaths related to automated driving may be lower than the corresponding costs for conventional driving. Ensuring that insurance minimums more fully reflect these costs could increase the potential cost difference in a way that would be favorable (and fair) to the owners and users of automated driving systems.
Raising these minimums could also help address one of the product liability concerns associated with increasing automation. The growing prevalence of advanced driver assistance systems and automated emergency intervention systems means that a greater share of crashes may be linked, however minimally or implausibly, to some aspect of vehicle design or performance. 157 As a result, even in a crash caused primarily by a human driver's negligence, the companies that designed, manufactured, or sold the vehicle or its relevant components could face litigation. 158 These automotive manufacturers are often more attractive defendants than individual owners in part because they may be able to pay plaintiffs much more than an individual's third-party liability insurance would cover.
Requiring vehicle owners and operators to carry insurance in the millions rather than the thousands of dollars would lessen this discrepancy. For a variety of reasons, manufacturers would still face litigation: Their products may in fact be defective, they may be less sympathetic than individual drivers, multiple defendants may increase a plaintiff's chance of recovery, or the negligent driver and the injured plaintiff may be one and the same. At the same time, however, proving that a driver was negligent may be easier than proving that a product was defective.
159 More broadly, ensuring that individuals can pay for the harms they inflict may reduce the extent to which developers of automated systems need to pay as well.
In short, raising insurance minimums can help consistently internalize the costs of crashes, which in turn can help automated driving compete fairly with conventional driving.
160 Rationalizing insurance-a strategy discussed in the next part-can enhance both the accuracy and the precision of this effort.
E. Rationalize Insurance
Insurance companies will play a key role in establishing the safety and desirability of automated driving. " [B] etter tailor[ing] their products to reflect the actual risk posed by particular drivers in particular vehicles in particular conditions" could "advantage those automated vehicles that actually represent a safety improvement." 161 Governments can assist by facilitating access to key data and by providing flexibility to insurers and well as to the insured. 158 This depends on the particular U.S. state. 159 This may be counterintuitive, particularly since products liability is often described as "strict." See David P. Griffith, Note, Products Liability-Negligence Presumed: An Evolution, 67 TEX. L. REV. 851, 853 (1989) . In many jurisdictions, however, a plaintiff claiming a design defect must point to a particular design change that, if adopted, would have prevented or reduced the particular injury without diminishing the product's overall safety. This can be a difficult hurdle. See, e.g., Branham v. Ford Motor Co., 390 S.C. 203, 220-25, 701 S.E.2d 5, 14-17 ("This presentation of an alternative design must include consideration of the costs, safety and functionality associated with the alternative design.").
160 This is also the goal of a more dramatic proposal to embrace enterprise liability. See Smith,
Risk of Inaction, supra note 1, at 606-07. That proposal, however, is beyond the scope of the instant Article. 161 Smith, Risk of Inaction, supra note 1, at 598.
States tend to closely regulate automotive insurance. 162 Vehicle owners are generally required to carry at least third-party liability insurance (or show the means to insure themselves). 163 Providers of this insurance are subject to a wide range of requirements, including restrictions on the rates they may charge. 164 In general, these insurers must be able to demonstrate to regulators that their proposed or actual rates are not "excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory." 165 These arguments can turn on concrete data, which may be lacking for new applications such as automated driving 166 and usage-based insurance. 167 A dearth of these data could frustrate insurers seeking either to satisfy regulatory requirements or merely to accurately price their own risks. 168 A state conducting a legal audit 169 should consider whether existing law obscures the data or distorts the economics of automated driving. Relevant provisions may require actuarial data that are not practically available, 170 limit the collection of driving data, 171 or restrict the use of those data in setting rates. 172 California, for example, prohibits usage-based insurance 173 and mandates specific insurance rating factors, some of which may be less relevant at higher levels of driving automation. 174 The key here, as in the next part, is to provide flexibility commensurate with both the risks and the opportunities of automated driving.
F. Embrace Flexibility
No legislature, agency, or developer will be able to anticipate every legal complication that might arise in the case of particular automated driving technologies or applications. For this reason, governments should consider how best to provide interpretations and clarifications of existing law and, as necessary, to grant appropriate exceptions to and exemptions from that law.
Governments should consider whether and how they might use a variety of legal mechanisms, including legislative acts, administrative regulations, executive orders, legal interpretations, and policy statements, to address any obstacles or uncertainties suggested by existing law. In some instances, formally amending a statute may be the only way to clearly and correctly accommodate a particular automated driving application. In other instances, however, less formal means may be as effective. For example, depending on the state, the legislature, the department of motor vehicles, the highway patrol, or the attorney general may all play a role in defining the "driver" of an automated vehicle for the purpose of a particular legal regime.
The enforcement discretion already employed by government agencies and agents is an informal means of providing flexibility-as well as a potential source of significant uncertainty. For example, two state vehicle inspectors may disagree on whether a particular vehicle is "safe" for the purposes of vehicle registration, and two local police chiefs may disagree whether a motorist should be stopped or cited under any of the traffic code provisions with potentially unclear application to automated driving. 175 Governments can manage this discretion by clarifying enforcement priorities, practices, and parameters. Especially when linked with the public network of support described below, 176 this policy guidance can highlight jurisdictions that are especially receptive in practical terms to automated driving.
Recognizing and even formalizing a robust statutory or regulatory exemption authority may also provide developers with prospective certainty without reducing the flexibility available to them. This could be particularly important for limited deployments of truly driverless vehicles in particular 174 Because of a ballot initiative, California requires insurers to use an insured's driving safety record, annual miles driven, and years of driving experience as the top three factors for setting a rate. CAL. INS. CODE § 1861.05(a). 175 Smith, Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal, supra note 1. 176 See infra.
communities. These deployments may reveal unanticipated legal hurdles that could be addressed at least initially through waivers rather than wholescale reform. 177 In turn, the legal and practical lessons from these deployments can inform whatever broader reforms eventually do occur.
Some federal agencies already have explicit if limited authority to create exceptions to generally applicable law. The U.S. Department of Transportation, for example, "may exempt, on a temporary basis, motor vehicles from a motor vehicle safety standard . . . on terms the Secretary considers appropriate." 178 Indeed, the Department's January 2016 announcement on automated and connected vehicle technologies specifically "encouraged manufacturers to submit requests for use of the agency's exemption authority." 179 European governments have also relied heavily on exemptions to facilitate the research-and-development testing of automated driving. 180 Expanding explicit exemption authority can provide more flexibility.
This authority can also be implicit. "Unless a statute or regulation employs 'extraordinarily rigid' language, courts recognize an administrative law principle that allows agencies to create unwritten exceptions to a statute or rule for 'de minimis' matters." 181 Significant statutory deviations for substantial undertakings, however, may fall outside this principle. "The ability to create a de minimis exemption 'is not an ability to depart from the statute, but rather a tool to be used in implementing the legislative design.'" 182 Finally, public safety cases might be part of a more formal process for granting significant exceptions to statutory or regulatory regimes. 183 In short, a government might require a developer seeking a specific legal exemption to "publicly make and defend arguments about how well its system should perform and how well its system actually performs." 184 Such a process could encourage the sharing of information, the informal development of fluid best practices, and the technical education of regulators as well as the general public.
VI. COMMUNITY STRATEGIES
A. Identify Local Needs and Opportunities
A community that wants to attract or implement a truly driverless system should demonstrate that it is a strong candidate for such a system. For example, "low-speed, low-mass, geographically restricted, and centrally supervised" systems "could be particularly well suited for airports, city centers, business clusters, university campuses, convention centers, military bases, retirement communities, amusement parks, and last-mile transit applications. Small robotic trucklets could similarly facilitate on-demand and last-mile freight delivery" in dense environments. 185 Even more specifically, a community should be able to articulate how an automated system would solve entrenched problems or create new possibilities.
To a lesser extent, the community might also document how its conditions could advance the state of the technologies themselves. For example, extreme weather, atypical road users, and unusual infrastructure will all challenge automated systems (and their designers). However, a community that carefully analyzes automated driving in the context of its local transportation needs will be far more interesting to developers than a community that merely announces-to the surprise of no one-that it has snow.
A thoughtful local plan could inform subsequent proposals to or even stimulate interest from a variety of public and private actors. Federal and state agencies-including the U.S. Departments of Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, Energy, and Defense-may have relevant grants focused on transit, technology, urban renewal, and energy efficiency. 186 An enthusiastic Congress (or state legislatures) might fund fifty "Smart Cities" rather than just one. 187 Private real estate developers may embrace driverless systems as centerpieces for new mixed-use projects. Institutional investors familiar with parking and toll facilities may look to expand their investment portfolios. Developers of automated systems, including startups and universities, may seek new environments in which to test their systems.
Most significantly, the companies that ultimately launch these systems are likely to target select communities before expanding incrementally to others. Indeed, companies like Google, Uber, and Amazon have embraced this geographic strategy. 188 Just as Google ran a competition to select its Fiber cities, 189 a company launching a driverless system might invite communities to compete to become a showcase for its system.
A community that brings together local stakeholders to preemptively develop such a proposal could also discover compelling business cases that may not require external support. When vendors begin seriously marketing mature driverless shuttle systems, some of these stakeholders may become early customers. 
B. Identify Allies and Constituencies
A government that wants to signal its support for automated driving should identify both public and private networks of support.
The public network should document a chain of support from the governor to the legislature to the department of motor vehicles to the local chief of police. A credible statement of uniform policy down and across the entire hierarchy of relevant government will reassure developers that, for example, an enthusiastic municipal position will not be preempted by a protectionist legislature or skeptical sheriff. The Arizona governor's executive order on automated driving exemplifies a top-down approach, 190 while the proclamations of several local governments in Iowa reflect a bottom-up approach.
191 A comprehensive approach should encompass these levels plus everything in between.
The private network should involve key interest groups, companies, and even individuals who could advocate for, and possibly collaborate with, developers of automated driving systems. Disability-rights groups and downtown business associations may help to educate and excite the community about driverless systems. Universities, military bases, and planned real-estate developments may provide attractive sites for initial deployment. Hospitals and other major employers that routinely face issues related to parking and congestion may also contribute financially, whether directly or indirectly, to such a deployment. And locally prominent insurance companies may be able to allay some concerns about physical or financial risk. This network would serve both a substantive role (by generating support) and a symbolic one (by evidencing that support).
C. Prepare Society
Governments should begin to anticipate and manage the broader implications of automation and connectivity. This requires stepping back and thinking ahead rather than merely chasing each particular technology as it develops. Indeed, even though automated vehicles are likely to be a particularly prominent symbol of the next technological revolution, they will be far from the only one. Basic social science research can help governments and their constituents understand the policy choices that these technologies will present. Robust structures for managing unemployment and underemployment can help ease economic transitions for individuals and industries. Informed discussion of these technologies can help to appropriately manage public expectations.
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Planning of this kind is one of the most important contributions that governments can make to automated driving in the long term. The status quo is far from perfect. Automated driving may address some of today's problems while exacerbating others. Similarly, automated driving may be advantaged by some of those problems but disadvantaged by others. Understanding these issues-which may not necessarily be a priority for the companies developing and deploying relevant technologies-will help governments determine the role that automated driving can play in advancing larger public policy goals.
D. Be Public
Governments should share the steps they are taking to promote (as well as to anticipate and regulate) automated driving. In other words, they should say what they are doing.
Some states have worked to publicize their automated driving efforts. The Nevada and California departments of motor vehicles, for example, both maintain websites for their relevant regulatory activities. 193 Florida's Department of Transportation conducts an annual symposium on this topic. 194 The State of Michigan has invested heavily in a new partnership among government, academia, and industry devoted, in part, to automated and connected vehicles. 195 The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators maintains a useful repository of information on relevant law.
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At the same time, governments can do much more. States can and should identify the point person recommended above. 197 Official websites should meaningfully engage key audiences-not only the public at large but also established developers, startups, insurers, local governments, advocacy 192 organizations, and would-be buyers, partners, and users. Governments should emphasize what they are doing as well as how others can contribute to or benefit from these efforts. This communication is important for at least four reasons specific to automated driving. 198 First, it enhances the broader dialogue about what governments are and should be doing. Second, it assists companies that are considering where to develop or deploy technologies relevant to automated driving-a category that is far broader than just vehicles. Third, it builds institutional credibility, which will be particularly important in the event of a crash or other setback. Finally, this communication helps to appropriately manage public expectations about these technologies and applications. 199 
VII. CONCLUSION
This Article has briefly introduced a number of administrative, legal, and community strategies for encouraging automated driving. These strategies start from a careful understanding of emerging technologies and applications, of existing legal constraints and tools, and of local needs and opportunities. This understanding is necessary to optimize the physical, digital, legal, and social infrastructures on which automated driving will depend.
An important perspective on safety should guide the implementation of these strategies. Governments should appreciate the risks of both automated and conventional motor vehicle travel. Contrary to some assertions, automated vehicles are not yet demonstrably better than human drivers across a full range of driving conditions. 200 Suggesting (without demonstrating) otherwise risks raising public expectations unrealistically high. At the same time, the considerable dangers of conventional driving are not sufficiently appreciated by the public or addressed by policymakers. In short, the public should be concerned about automated driving but terrified about human driving.
For this reason, governments should expect more from all motor vehicles and their drivers rather than uniquely burdening automated systems. Policymakers concerned about the potential malfunction of automated vehicles should expend at least as much energy on the actual misbehavior of conventional drivers. And policymakers eager to promote automated driving should address subtle subsidies for the ownership and operation of conventional vehicles that could disadvantage new products and services. In other words, governments should encourage automated driving by raising the bar for all forms of driving. 
